PRIDE OF KENYA LION CENSUS
The “Born Free Foundation” is undertaking an informal lion census in Kenya which would greatly
benefit from the “casual” help of visitors on safari.
Rhino River Camp is pleased to be part of this census and is asking its guests to participate by
taking with them the attached Lion Sighting Form while on a Game Drive.
The exercise is simple. Every time you encounter lions in Meru National Park, you record briefly
your sightings and observations and hand them over to the management of the Camp. If you take
any pictures and can provide them, so much the better. Born Free Foundation will be
collaborating with other research initiatives (such as those from KWS and “Living with Lions”) to
build an ID database. If you don’t mind sharing your lion pictures, tell the managers and they can
transfer those on to the Camp computer together with your completed Lion Sighting Form.
Thank you and we hope you enjoy being a member of our research team.
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PRIDE OF KENYA LION CENSUS
Your location in Kenya (e.g.
Amboseli, Tsavo, Mara, Meru):
Accommodation (e.g. which lodge
or camp you are staying at):
Date and time of safari:
Your home address:

Your email address:
Sightings
Adult Male
Adult Female
Juvenile (please indicate sex, if
known)
Cub (size similar to a medium-sized
dog or weighing less than 15kgs)
Site of the sighting
Any concerns relating to health
(e.g. possible wounds, limping,
poor condition)
Behaviour. In your opinion,
relaxed, agitated, aggressive etc
Once this form is completed, please hand it in to the Reception at your Lodge, Camp or Hotel.
Born Free Foundation will collect the forms for inclusion in ongoing lion research.
If you would like to know more about the work of the Born Free Foundation, please visit
www.bornfree.org.uk
Thank you for your help.

